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The Wiener index of a graph G is deﬁned as the sum of all distances between distinct vertices of
the graph G. Here, for {x,y} ⊆ G, distance between x and y , dG (x y ), is the length of a minimal path
connecting x and y . In this paper, the Wiener index of the carbon nanocone CNC7 n is computed.
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2. MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The adjacency matrix of a molecular graph G with n vertices is an n × n matrix A = aij  deﬁned by: aij = 1, if
vertices i and j are connected by an edge and, aij = 0,
otherwise. The distance matrix D = dij  of G is another
n × n matrix deﬁned by dij is the length of a minimum
path connecting vertices i and j, i = j, and zero otherwise.
In this section, a Java program is presented which is
useful for computing the Wiener index of a nanocone. We
apply this program to compute the adjacency and distance
matrices of the molecular graph of nanocone CNC7 n,
Figure 1. In Table I, we calculate the Wiener index of
CNC7 n, for 1 ≤ n ≤ 15. Then by curve ﬁtting method, we
will ﬁnd a polynomial of degree ≤ 6, through the values
of Table I. This polynomial will be the Wiener index of
nanocone. Our method is general and can be applied to
compute the PI and Szeged indices of nanostructures.
Curve ﬁtting is ﬁnding a curve which has the best
ﬁt to a series of data points and possibly other constraints. DataFit is a science and engineering tool that
simpliﬁes the tasks of data plotting, regression analysis
(curve ﬁtting) and statistical analysis. This package is
applied for solving our problem. The interested readers can
check “http://www.oakdaleengr.com/dataﬁt.htm” for further information on this tool. We are interested in curve
ﬁtting by polynomial functions. We search for the best
polynomial to ﬁt data of Table I. We investigated 240 different mode to ﬁnd a good polynomial for curve ﬁtting
the Wiener index of CNC7 n. By these calculation, we
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In the past years, nanostructures involving carbon have
been the focus of an intense research activity which is
driven to a large extent by the quest for new materials with
speciﬁc applications. One pentagonal carbon nanocones
originally discovered by Ge and Sattler in 1994.1 These
are constructed from a graphene sheet by removing a 60
wedge and joining the edges produces a cone with a single
pentagonal defect at the apex.
The inclusion of the heptagons in the hexagonal lattice
leads to the appearance of negative curvature, Figure 1.
The single sevenfold in the plain graphene lattice was theoretically studied but this situation, unfortunately, has not
been observed in the experiment yet.2
We ﬁrst describe some notations which will be kept
throughout. Let G be a simple molecular graph without
directed and multiple edges and without loops, the vertex
and edge-sets of which are represented by V G and EG,
respectively. A topological index of a graph G is a numeric
quantity related to G. The oldest topological index is the
Wiener index which introduced by Harold Wiener.3
The most important works on the geometric structures
of nanotubes, nanotori and their topological indices were
done by Diudea and his co-authors.4–9 One of the present
authors (ARA) continued this program to calculate the
Wiener index of some other nanostructures.10–15 In some
research papers they computed the Wiener index of some
nanotubes and nanotori. We encourage the reader to
consult16–19 and references therein for background material
as well as basic computational techniques. In this paper,
we continue this program to compute the Wiener index of

one-pentagonal carbon nanocone CNC7 n, Figure 1. Our
notation is standard and mainly taken from standard books
of graph theory and the books of Trinajestic.20
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Fig. 1.

Values of W(CNC7 n), for 1 ≤ n ≤ 15.
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believe the Wiener index of this nanocone is computed as
W(CNC7 n) = an5 + bn4 + cn3 + dn2 + en + f , where
a = 475999999999996

b = 00000000000129

c = −583333333348213

d = 00000000007293

e = 0233333331850055

f = 00000000009420
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Fig. 2.

2

Model

Standard error in curve ﬁtting models.

a*b^x*x^c

a*b^(1/x)*x^c

polynomial

StdError

Sixth order

Standard error

In the Figure 2, the standard errors of other models for
curve ﬁtting are depicted. From this ﬁgure, one can see
that the ﬁrst model is the best of them. So it is natural to
convince W(CNC7 n) = an5 + bn4 + cn3 + dn2 + en + f ,
where the values a b c d e, and f are determined as
above.

a*x^5+b*x^4+c*
x^3+d*x^2+e*x+f
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Table I.

The one-heptagonal carbon nanocone CNC7 [4].

import java.io.BufferedOutputStream;
import java.io.DataInputStream;
import java.io.DataOutputStream;
import java.io.FileInputStream;
import java.io.FileOutputStream;
public class Hepta {
public Hepta()
{for(int i= 0; i<= layers; i++)
LayersInfoi = new layer();
for(int i= 0; i< num_vertices; i++)
verticesi = new node();
}
public int layers = 14;
public int num_vertices = 2000;
public int edges = 0;
public int adj[][] = new int [num_vertices + 1]
×[num_vertices + 1];
public int dist[][] = new int [num_vertices + 1]
×[num_vertices + 1];
public node vertices[]= new node [num_vertices + 1];
public layer LayersInfo[] = new layer [layers + 1];
public void CalculateFloyd(String S)
{
int i, j, k;
for (i= 0; i<= this.LayersInfo[this.layers].tail; i++)
for (j = 0; j <= this.LayersInfo[this.layers].tail; j++)
{if(this.adj[i][j] == 0) this.dist[i][j] = 9999;
else this.dist[i][j] =this.adj[i][j];
this.dist[i][i] = 0;
}
for (k = 1; k <= this.LayersInfo[this.layers].tail; k++)
for (i = 1; i <= this.LayersInfo[this.layers].tail; i++)
for (j = 1; j <= this.LayersInfo[this.layers].tail; j++)
if (this.dist[i][k] + this.dist[k][j] < this.dist[i][j])
this.dist[i][j] = this.dist[i][k] + this.dist[k][j];
try{
FileOutputStream o = new FileOutputStream(S);
BufferedOutputStream bs = new
BufferedOutputStream(o);
DataOutputStream ps = new DataOutputStream(bs);
for (i = 1; i <= this.LayersInfo[this.layers].tail; i++)
for (j = 1; j <= this.LayersInfo[this.layers].tail; j++)
ps.writeInt(this.dist[i][j]);
ps.close();
o.close();}
catch(Exception e){ }
}
public void LoadFloyd(String S)
{
int i, j;
try{
FileInputStream fr=new FileInputStream(S);
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public void initnetwork()
{
initlayer();
int temp,iterator;
for(int i = 2; i <= layers; i++)
{
temp = ﬁndﬁrstdegree2(i − 1);
set(temp,LayersInfo[i].head,1);
iterator = LayersInfo[i].head;
for(int k = 1; k <= 7; k++)
{
iterator = iterator + 3;
temp = ﬁndﬁrstdegree2(i − 1);
if(temp > 0)
set(temp,iterator,1);
for(int l = 1; l <= i − 2; l++)
{
iterator = iterator + 2;
temp = ﬁndﬁrstdegree2(i − 1;
if(temp > 0)
set(temp,iterator,1);
}
}
}
}
}
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DataInputStream br=new DataInputStream(fr);
for (i = 1; i <= this.LayersInfo[this.layers].tail; i++)
for (j = 1; j <= this.LayersInfo[this.layers].tail; j++)
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}
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}
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{
LayersInfo[i].number
=LayersInfo[i−1].number + 14;
LayersInfo[i].head = LayersInfo[i−1].tail + 1;
LayersInfo[i].tail = LayersInfo[i].head
+ LayersInfo[i].number−1;
}
}
void initlayer()
{
calculatelayers();
for (int i = 1; i < layers; i++)
{
for(int j = LayersInfo[i].head; j < LayersInfo[i].tail;
j++)
set(j, j+1, 1);
set(LayersInfo[i].head,LayersInfo[i].tail,1);
}
}
int ﬁndﬁrstdegree2(int l)
{
for(int i = LayersInfo[l].head; i <= LayersInfo[l].tail;
i++)
if(vertices[i].degree == 2) return i;
return −1;
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